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Résumé.

Dans ce travail nous montrons qu'il est possible d'expliquer

des résultats provenant de mesures de résistivité et d'effet

Hall en supposant que les électrons de conduction aient des

temps de relaxation distribués d'une façon anisotrope.

Ces mesures ont été effectuées sur des alliages et des

échantillons purs d'indium. Nous avons aussi profité de

quelques mesures effectuées dans d'autres laboratoires, sur le

système à base d'aluminium.

L'introduction de petites quantités d'impuretés diverses peut

avoir une très grande influence sur l'effet Hall mesuré à bas

champs magnétiques et ceci aussi bien pour les alliages à base

d'indium que pour ceux à base d'aluminium. Dans le cas par¬

ticulier de 1'indium nous montrons que ces effets ne peuvent

provenir de changements géométriques de la surface de Ferai

causés par l'introduction d'électrons supplémentaires.

Nous ne pouvons donc qu'admettre que ces effets proviennent des

propriétés de diffusion charactéristiques à chaque impureté et

que cette diffusion entraine une anisotropic des temps de re¬

laxation des états électroniques sur la surface de Ferai.

Dans le cadre des pseudopotentiels et des calculs de bandes en

ondes planes orthogonalisées, nous avons étendu la notion du

formalisme de potentiel modèle de Shaw à celle de la descrip¬

tion du potentiel approprié pour une impureté demeurant dans un

environnement étranger et nous avons donné les paramètres a



utiliser lors de calculs concernant les différents phénomènes

relatifs aux impuretés dissoutes dans un autre milieu. Nous

avons en outre spécifié les déphasages de diffusion obtenus a

partir de la partie non périodique de ces potentiels pour

1'indium et l'aluminium.

Ces déphasages ont ensuite été utilisés pour définir un temps

de relaxation local en utilisant les méthodes approximatives

développées par Sorbello.

Etant donné que l'effet Hall est mesuré en champ magnétique,

nous avons du élargir l'idée générale des temps de relaxation

de conduction définie par Sorbello. Nous avons obtenu une

expression exacte du tenseur de conductivité qui sera utile en

vue de calculs numériques a venir.

Ici nos nous somnes limités a faire une expansion de ce tenseur

pour les champs magnétiques faibles et nous avons utilisé les

trois premiers termes de cette expansion pour évaluer un modèle

à trois bandes représentant les parties topologiquement

différentes de la surface de Fermi. Les résultats théoriques de

ce modèle sont en accord général avec les valeurs obtenues lors

des expériences sur la résistivité et l'effet Hall.

Dans le cadre de ce modèle nous avons aussi fait une discussion

simplifiée de l'influence de la température sur le coefficient

Hall et nous montrons qu'en ignorant les effets 'Umklapp' les

résultats théoriques et expérimentaux sont en bon accord.
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I. INTRODUCTION.

This work will be primarily concerned with the anisotropy of

the conduction electron relaxation times, in the context of

conduction phenomena, i.e. resistivity and Hall effect. Our

main effort will be to explain the influence of impurities

introduced, substitutional^, in an otherwise ideal metal. We

shall now briefly discuss the developments leading toward the

concept of anisotropic relaxation times and the reasons why we

only discuss the simple trivalent metals.

1). Historical background.

The concept of relaxation times was introduced by Drude(1902)

and Lorentz(1909) shortly after the discovery of the electron.

They developed simple phenomenological theories based on the

kinetic arguments of the theory of gases, where the relaxation

time was a parameter describing the time between collisions of

the conduction electrons. Amongst other problems, this relax¬

ation time, or in other words, the mean free path, turned out

to be much longer than the interatomic distance when the theory

was applied to low temperature, or even to room temperature

phenomena. At that time it was difficult to explain how an

electron could move over several thousand atoms before it was

removed, by succesive scattering events, from the conduction

process.
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The advent of quantum mechanics solved most of the problems.

Sommerfeld(1928) used Fermi-Dirac statistics to show that it

was necessary to consider only a small part of all the avail¬

able electrons in order to explain the conduction process. The

ideas of Bloch(1928) about periodic potentials led to the fact

that, in a first order theory, the electrons should experience

no resistance whatsoever in a perfect lattice at zero tempera¬

ture. These advances in the theoretical description of the

conduction mechanism reversed the situation: one had to show

why metals have a resistance at all. (i.e. why they are not all

"superconductors"!). This led to refinements of the models

which now had to include imperfections of the perfect lattice.

The problem can be roughly separated into two types of dis¬

turbing effects of the ideal lattice; the first has to do with

displacements of host atoms from their equilibrium positions,

the second with the replacement of host atoms by other atoms.

Naturally this division is rather artificial, but it seems that

the two subjects were often treated separately. The first part

was mainly concerned with the intrinsic resistance of the pure

metal attributed to the thermal motion of lattice. The first

theory adequate for a large temperature range and explaining

experimental results rather well was proposed by Grueneisen

(1933)« The second aspect dealt with the deviations of the

periodicity of the lattice due to the change in atomic poten¬

tials themselves and was mainly used to explain the resis¬

tivities due to foreign atoms, vacancies, etc.
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For a long time it was assumed that the relaxation times were

isotropic, i.e. independent of the location in wave number

space of the electronic wave packet being scattered from one

place of the Fermi surface to another. At a relativily early

date (see Wilson(1953)) two- band models were introduced, but

these models had no direct connection with anisotropic relax¬

ation times; they were phenomenological theories used mainly to

separate contributions, with different effective masses, from

different parts of the Fermi surface.

In this same period of time the influence of the boundaries

(size effects) was investigated. A review by Sondheimer(1952)

showed that these size effects were usually applied in a free

electron model and that they were assumed to modify the mean

free paths by direct geometric effects rather than by an

influence of the boundary on the intrinsic bulk properties of

the crystal.

Anisotropic relaxation times definitely became fashionable when

the ideas of Ziman (1960,1961) explained most of the conflict¬

ing experimental results in the bulk noble metals. He proposed

a model incorporating the main features of the Fermi surface

and the anisotropies of the electronic relaxation times, which

explained many of the difficulties. After this, the subject of

anisotropic relaxation times became an active research topic

and the first conference dealing specifically with this topic

took place in Zuerich. (Chambers,Olsen,Ziman(1968)).
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In considering the reasons for preferring investigations in

trivalent simple metals, we may note that experimental work

relating to conduction phenomena has been the most intensive

in the noble metals group, (see for instance Alderson;Hurd

(1970)) Although very many experimental facts are known about

these metals, it remains that the theoretical treatment is

complicated by the fact that their Fermi surfaces are rather

strongly influenced by the vicinity of the d-bands and have to

be described by augmented plane wave methods.

The advantage of the trivalent metals aluminum and indium is

that they satisfy the small core approximation needed for the

pseudopotential theories. Their Fermi surface is accurately

described by the orthogonalized plane wave formalism which uses

matrix elements derived from pseudopotentials. We think that

such a description is much better suited for discussions in

terms of the standard text book methods of electronic conduc¬

tion. We will treat these two metals from this view point and

develop simple models to describe the Hall effect and the

resistivity, in a way closely related to the work of Sorbello.

(for a recent review see Sorbello (1975))
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2). Organization.

In Sect.II we first give an introduction to the characteristics

of these two metals, which we used in our calculations of the

Fermi surface properties. As our main concern is in measuring

relaxation time effects in alloys of these two metals, we

further discuss the range of solutes available and the reasons

why some solutes should be better suited than others for our

kind of measurements. Some collected data is also presented

concerning lattice distortions, which will come to use in later

sections.

The next section III handles the problem of scattering centers.

It starts off with a presentation of newly compiled free

elctron data of the two metals in question and of their solute

candidates. This data was also given for future reference,

because we found that the constants used in low temperature

calculations were often erroneous.

In Sect.III.2, two pseudopotential formalisms are discussed.

The first is the simple Ashcroft empty core pseudopotential and

we give our new values of it's single parameter. It was found

that this potential was not realistic enough for scattering

calculations and we also present the Shaw potential as modified

by us for the case of solutes in solution in some other metal.

We give our re-evaluated parameters for the pure metal case and

for the solute case.
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Sect.III.3 shows how to construct a scattering potential from

the last mentioned pseudo potentials and includes a discussion

of lattice distortion effects. A new series of phase shifts,

parametrizing the scattering properties of solutes in Al and In

are the main result of Section III.

For dealing with the resistivity and the Hall effect, we recap¬

itulate the theory of Sorbello and add some extra features con¬

cerning the character of the wave functions of Al and In on

certain parts of the Fermi surface, in Sect.IV.1. Our extension

of this theory to the situation in a magnetic field is given in

Sect.IV.2. The result is given by a general expression for the

conductivity tensor in a magnetic field and also an expansion

in powers of H is given for the treatment of low field effects.

Finally a simple 3-band model is proposed which, we hope,

should describe the main features of the Fermi surfaces.

In Sect.V our experimental results on the Hall effect and the

resistivity in dilute Indium alloys is presented. We show that

the important sign reversals in the Hall effect cannot be due

to rigid band effects. At the end of this section our exper¬

imental results are discussed in a quantitative manner, using

the theoretical results obtained in the earlier sections,

concerning scattering potentials, phase shifts, character of

the wave functions, etc., in the context of a 3-band model.

We also give some results for the resistivity of Al based

alloys in connection with our de Haas- van Alphen (dHvA)

experiments as discussed by Wejgaard (1975) and compare some

experimental Hall effect data by Boening et al. (1975).
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II.METALLURGICAL PROPERTIES OF'ALUMINUM AND INDIUM SYSTEMS.

1). Properties of aluminum and indium host,

a). Aluminum.

Sir Humphry Davy first showed in 1809 that potash alum has a

metallic base. He proposed the name "aluminum". This spelling

has been retained in North America and we shall also use it

here. In 1825
,
Hans Christian Oersted was able to separate the

metal as such and we think it is quite fitting to investigate

the electronic properties of this metal, which has been

discovered by the discoverer of electromagnetism and which also

is the third most abundant element on earth (after oxygen and

silicon).

Aluminum crystallizes in the face centered cubic system (A1).

The unit cell contains 4 atoms at the positions (000,0 1/2

1/2
,

1/2 0 1/2
,

1/2 1/2 0). The lattice constant of the FCC

cell at 25°C is 4.0497 Sngstroem and the lattice constant at

4K is 4.03185 angstroem. We obtained this lattice constant

by extrapolation of the low temperature lattice constants

measured by Figgins et al.(1956). There seems to have been some

confusion about the low temperature lattice constants in

aluminum: Ashcroft(1963) used the room temperature lattice

constant in kX units (4.04 kX), while Anderson and Lane(1970)

only quote the free-electron Fermi energy, but this value

corresponds to still another lattice constant (4.019$).
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Figure 2.1:Fermi surface of Al

The electronic configuration of Al is (Ne) 3s2 3p1. Thus Al has

a full rare gas shell, no d states and 3 valence electrons.

These 3 valence are responsible for the conduction band

electron states and will fill exactly 1.5 Brillouin zones;

therefore Al is a so-called "uncompensated" metal.

The dHvA results on the third band 'monster' of Al of

Gunnersen(1957) and Larson and Gordon(1967) have been

incorporated into a model for the real Fermi surface (FS) by

Ashcroft(1963)•
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.76 1.04 1.33

Kxy

Figure 2.2: (110) section of Al Fermi surface

This fitting was done in the pseudopotential spirit and he

obtained the values of two matrix elements: V(111)=.0179Ryd,

V(200)=.0562Ryd. (where V(111) are the matrix-elements

connecting plane-waves in the {111} directions and V(200) those

in the {100} directions.) Anderson and Lane(1970) made

supplementary dHvA measurements on the second zone of Al and

they made some minor modifications to the matrix elements:

V(111)=.018, V(200)=.062Ryd.
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A reconsideration of these results and the use of magneto¬

striction data by Griessen and Sorbello(1972) led to the result

of: v(111)=.0171, V(200)=.0562Ryd. A perspective view of the

real Fermi surface corresponding to this model is shown in Fig.

2.1 and a (110) section of the FS in Fig. 2.2.
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b) Indium.

Indium was discovered in 1863 by F. Reich and T. Richter. The

spectral lines they discovered were of indigo-blue colour and,

thus, they gave the name indium to this element.

The lattice structure of indium can be described by an FCC

cubic structure which is slightly distorted in the (001)

direction (The third index is in the so-called c direction).

The lattice constants at 25C are: a=4.5984$, c=4.94688

and the axial ratio c/a= 1.0758. The lattice constants have

been measured at 4K by Barret(1962) and the values

a=4.55578, c=4.93438 and c/a=1.0831 were given.

We extrapolated the room temperature values with the help of

the integrated thermal expansion data of Collins et al.(1967)•

This gives the values of a=4.55298, c=4.93478 and c/a=

1.0839. We prefer these values (which are almost equal to the

quoted 4K values) because this give us a continuous transition

over the temperature range 4K to 300K, of the a, c and c/a

values.

The temperature dependence of these parameters is shown in

Figs.2.3 and 2.4. The fact that the c/a ratio has a maximum at

~70K and drops down to the room temperature value, while going

through the same value as the 4K c/a ratio at the temperature

of 115K, will be of importance in discussing effects which are

measured over a large temperature range, (see Sect.V)
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Figure 2.4: Temperature dependence of c/a ratio

and relative volume change in In.

The electronic structure of In is rather similar to that of Al.

It is in the same column of the periodic table but in the next

heavier row and has a (Kr) 4d10 5s2 5p1 shell. The d states are

all occupied and rather far away (in energy) from the 3 valence

states. The departure from cubicity, on the other hand, has a

strong influence on the topology of the real Fermi surface. The

'monster' in the third zone of Al is reduced into disconnected

rings located in a plane perpendicular to the c axis. The data

which has helped in determining the Fermi surface comes from

Gantmakher and Krylov(1966), Hughes and Shepherd(1969) and van

Weeren and Anderson(1973)•
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figure 2.5:Fermi surface of In

These results have been incorporated into pseudopotential

models of the FS by the last two authors and by Asheroft and

Lawrence(1968). The model of Asheroft and Lawrence is a good

average between the different results and the approximate

matrix elements are: V(111)=-.05, V(200)=+.003, V(002)=-.02

Ryd.. A perspective view is shown in Fig.2.5 and a (110)

section of the FS in Fig.2.6.
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Fipure 2.6:(110) section of Fermi surface of In
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2) Solutes in Al and In solvents.

In investigations of alloys it will be important to know which

alloys are suitable for dHvA or conductivity measurements. For

this purpose we will give a review of the possible solutes in

Aluminum and in Indium. What we mean by possible is the

existence of a solid solution phase. Our criterion is, first of

all, that phase diagrams exist with the appropriate solid

solution phase and, secondly, the availability of X-ray lattice

spacings for these solutions. There will be some borderline

cases with either peculiar phase diagrams or a very restricted

solubility range, which will be duly discussed. The data for

the phase diagrams was critically evaluated from Hansen(1958),

Elliot(1965) and Shunk(1969).

The partial periodic tables in Table.2.1 for Al and in

Table.2.2 for In show the elements which we selected as

possible candidates for solid solutions. These tables also show

the ratios of atomic radii and the ratios of the atomic masses

with respect to each host and, furthermore, the melting points

of these elements.

The ratios of the atomic masses are the appropriate numbers for

converting weight percents to atomic percents through the

formula :

(2.1) X = 100 W / [ W + M ./ M,„ ( 100 - W ) ]

here W is the percent in weight and X the atomic percents.
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II III IV

11.08 180

! Li

! .257

ï-12 65° koiut 6^°p
M£ | RA1 A1 Msolut

.901 ! MA1

•92 1410 !

Si I

1.041 !

i-90 1083

! Cu

! 2.355

.97 420 !.99 30

Zn ! Ga

2.423 ! 2.584

.96 937 |
Ge !

2.69 I

11.01 961

! Ag

| 3-998

1.08 321 !

Cd !

4.166 !

IV V VI VII

1.03 1668

Ti

1.775

94 1900

V

1.888

91 1875

Cr

1.927

94 1245

Mn

2.036

Table 2.1 : Partial periodic table for Al solutes
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II III IV

j.96 650

Hg

.212

Î.83 420 .85 30

Zn Ga

.569 .607

| -93 321
-22lut £1 .98 232

Cd Rln In Msolut Sn

• 979 Mln 1.034

I .95 -38 1.03 303 1 .05 327 1 .02 271 !

Hg Tl Pb Bi !

1.7^7 1.780 1.804 1.820 !

Table 2.2: Partial periodic table for In solutes

R = Ionic Radius

M = Atomic Mass

M.P. = Melting Point
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The ratios of the atomic radii are a first indication on the

existance of a possible solid solution phase. An empirical rule

given by Hume-Rothery states that unless the solute and solvent

radii lie within about '\5% of each other, solid solutions

cannot be formed even though all other factors are favourable.

It can be seen from Table 2.1 and Table 2.2 that the only alloy

which does not satisfy this rule is In-Zn; this means we should

be sceptical about the quality of a solution of Zn in In.

a) Aluminum solutes.

The phase diagrams of the solutes Si, Ge, Ga, Hg, Li, Cu and Ag

are all of a very similar type, i.e. a well defined eutectic

temperature and a maximum solid solubility at this same

temperature. In order to see the similarity more easily we have

replotted these phase diagrams in a reduced manner: the 3-phase

equilibrium point between (Al), (Al)Liquid, (Al)Eutect. has

been made a fixed point of Fig. 2.7 and the scaling factors

corresponding to each solute can be found in Table 2.3 under

Max.sol.Eut.Temp.[At$] and under Eutectic Temp. This figure

shows that all the relative solvus curves tend to have a

vertical tangent at low temperatures and this should imply that

some upper concentration limit of solid solution exists, even

at low temperatures. In the upper part of the diagram, the

double lines for each solute corresponding to the solidus-

liquidus curves are also quite similar and will give

segregation coefficients of around 0.1 - 0.5.
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MP Al

3

UJ

<

CL

AT % / MAX. SOL.

Figure 2.7:deduced ohase-diagrams of eutcctic alloys in Al

( Si - Ce - Ga - tig - Li - Cu - Ag )

The solutes Si and Ge in this group have a doubtful solubility

and alloys of this type will have to be analysed carefully if

they are to be used for scattering measurements.
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! Solute Seg. Sol.sol Max.sol Eutect. Intern. 1/a * !

coeff. kt% 20C Eut. T. Temp. comp. da/dC !

! Si . 12 <.01 1.6 577 Si (-.047)

! Ge .08 .05 2.8 424 Ge .039 !

! Ga .07 8.0 9-5 26 Ga .031 !

! Hg • 30 1.5 18.9 450 Mg2A13 .072

! Li • 50 5.0 22.0 601 LiAl -.011 !

1 Cu • 13 .05 2.5 548 CuA12 (-.12)!

! Ag • 30 .10 23-8 566 Ag3Al .006 !

I Zn • 35 • 70 16.0 275 Zn -.016

! Cd • 35 .01? 0.14 649 Cd (-.1)

! Mn ~1 .01? 0.90 658 MnA16 (-.148)

! Cr "1 .01? 0.37 661 CrA17 (-.23)

! Ti 1.4 7 0.20 665 TiA13 (-.23)

Table 2.3: Properties of Al solutes

The renaining candidates for Al are Zn, Cd, and Mn, Cr, Ti. The

phase diagram for Zn is peculiar; there is a miscibility gap at

higher Zn concentrations and the solidus and solvus are

disconnected. This should not have any effect on the properies

of the solid solution phase. Cd is a very marginal case and

it's phase diagram is badly known (very restricted sol. sol.).
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The phase diagrams for tin, Cr and Ti are of the peritectic type

and are not very well established. The sol. sol. arc quite

restricted, but considering that the scattering properties of

transition metal solutes are usually higher, they could still

be interesting candidates; their segregation coefficients are

>=1
.

The data connected with the phase diagrams of the different

solutes is collected in Table 2.3> i.e. segregation

coefficient, solid solubilitytAt#] at room temperature, maximum

solubility[At$] at the eutectic or peritectic temperature and

the eutectic or peritectic temperature itself. Two other

quantities are also given in this table: The relative change in

lattice constant for the solid solution phase (will be needed

in calculations of scattering properties) and the nearest

intermediate compound the solute forms with Al (This compound

will be in equilibrium with the sol.sol. if the concentration

is higher than the solvus line and will show the most likely

pseudo-molecule the solute will form with Al).

We obtained the data for the alloy lattice spacings by fitting

low concentration tangents to values taken from Pearson(1964)

and Pearson(1967)• In some cases data was only available at

concentrations near or above the solvus curves and represents

lattice constants of metastable solutions. These values are

marked by being enclosed in parenthesis in the table.
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b) Indium solutes.

The melting points of the In solutes are, with the exeption of

Mg, much closer to the M.P. of In than those of the Al solutes

to the M.P. of Al and the phase diagrams are simpler, with

fewer intermediate compounds. It is to be noted that there seem

to be no transition metal solutes with a non-vanishing

solubility in Indium.

The fact that In has a tetragonally distorted face-centered

lattice presents one extra feature which affects the phase

diagrams. It is quite certain that this tetragonal distortion

is due to electronic effects which tend to minimize the

cohesive energy of the crystal; adding solutes with other

valencies will change the Fermi energy and this change will

force the crystal to seek a new equilibrium c/a ratio.

Typical second-order phase transitions corresponding to this

effect are to be seen in the alloys with Sn, Pb, Tl, Cd and Hg.

As a typical example we give the phase diagram of Hg in

Fig.2.8. The characteristic parameters of the solutes in this

group can be taken from Table 2.4. The beta phases adjacent to

the solid solution are FCC for Tl, Cd and Hg, FCT for Sn and Pb

(c/a=1.3 and .93 resp.). The phase diagrams for Bi,Ga, Mg and

Zn are of the normal eutectic type (see Fig.2.7 ). As already

mentioned the Zn solid solution is not very certain: we have

tried to make an In-Zn alloy, but it showed no increase in

residual resistivity. The alloy In - Li is of the peritectic

type and the (Li) sol.sol. phase is not very certain either.
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Figure 2.8:In-Hg Phase diagram.

All of the parameters for these alloys have been collected in

Table 2.4. The tetragonal structure of In makes it necessary

indicate both the a and c relative changes in lattice con¬

stants with concentration C (C in units of 100At.£). We also

p
give the the relative changes for p=c/a and v=a c.
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! Solute Segreg. Sol.sol Max.sol Eutect. Intern.|

coeff. At* 20C Eut. T. Temp. comp. !

i Bi 0.38 2.50 12 74 In2Bi !

! Sn 0.30 11 .5 10 144 Sn !

! Pb 2.50 13.0 10 160 Pb !

! Ga 0.65 15.0 18 16 Ga !

! Tl "1 22.0 17 156 Tl !

! M g 1 .60 37.0 43 330 ? !

! Zn 0.36 .05? 2 143 Zn !

! Cd 0.46 4.50 3 148 Cd !

: Hg 0.38 6.00 6 108 Hgln11!

! Li >1 2.00 10 159 Li In !

Solute

Sn

Pb

Ga

Tl

Mg

Zn

Cd

Hg

Li

1/a *

da/dC

-.022

-.092

.02

.065

0

• 13

.046

.004

1/c *

dc/dC

34

23

, 154

,054

,003

,38

,22

,017

dln(p)

dC

• 35

• 33

.13

-.003

-.52

-.25

-.023

1/v *

dv/dC

1/v *

dv/dC

Vegard

j_-

1

• 30

.045

.195

.075

-.003

-.12

-.13

-.01
i

• 37

.042

.16

-.24

.08

-.11

-.42

-.17

-.10

-.16

Table 2.4: Properties of In solutes
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III. ANISOTROPIC RELAXATION TIMES
.

1) Structural and free electron data.

Several general quantities always crop up in calculations

concerning Fermi-surfaces or involving pseudo-potentials.

The proper low-temperature values are not always used and we

find it convenient to include these constants for future

reference.

The periodic boundary conditions in a crystal show that the

density in k-space is given by: 2 V(cryst)/(27r) . From this

it follows that the Fermi-wavenumber k„n, corresponding to
r U

the free electron sphere is:

2 2

(3-D kR. = [ ]1/J = [ y/5
ru

V(cryst) aJ

o

where Z is the valence of the considered atom, s the number of

atoms per unit cell, V(Cryst) the volume of the unit cell and

Q the atomic volume,
o

Because all calculations are done in k-space, it is of

advantage to work in so called computational units and one

choses one of the unit reciprocal lattice vectors 2 n /a as the

new unit length. With x(vol)= Q. s/aJ we get:

cu 3 Z s
,

(3-2) kp = ( ) ^
in comp. units

8 n x(vol)
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The x(vol) constant is a characteristic of each crystal

structure, i.e. for FCT x=c/a, HEX: x=SQRT(3)c/(2a), HCP:

x=SQRT(2), RHOMB: x=(1-C0S(a)) SQRT( 1+2C0SU ) )

One would like to avoid the use of atomic units, but it just

happens that most of the literature abounds in Rydbergs, Bohr

radii, etc. For reasons of completeness we give the definitions

and conversion factors:(au=atoraic units,cu=computational units)

Quantity Unit Factor Unit

Mass

Length
=a0

=Bohr radius

Time

Energy(a.u.)

" (Rydberg)

Resistivity

We now have :

au

kF

and the Fermi energy in computational units is usually defined

as :

cu cu

EF = (kF )2

me 9.1091 10 grams

ft* /me2 .52917 Angstroem

^/me1* 2.419 10"17 second:

me4/n2 4.3594 10"18 Joule

27.2105 eV

meJ4/2ft"2 2.1797 10"18 Joule

13-6052 eV

at. units 21.74 fin-cm/'\00ht%

au cu

( 2 7T / a ) k,.
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Table 3-1 gives a collection of lattice spacings and atomic

volumes in a.u. for the solvents and solutes of interest (no

values are given for the transition metal solutes because we

can not treat them with the pseudopotential formalism ). Where

available the low temperature lattice spacings have been used,

otherwise we extrapolated the room temperature l.c.'s to OK

with the aid of thermal expansion data.

I hetal Struct a c b

! and and in in or c/a Q

! valence

i

states a.u. a.u. Angle o

! Bi/5 RH/2 8.9319 57-314 236.36!

!*Si/4 DIA/8 10.2628 135.11 !

!*Ge/4 DIA/8 10.6910 152.74!

! Sn/4 BCT/4 10.985 5.9636 .5429 179.91 !

! Pb/4 FCC/4 9.2874 200.27!

! Al/3 FCC/4 7.6192 110.58!

! Ga/3 ORH/8 8.5324 14.422 8.4814 1.6903 130.46!

! In/3 FCT/4 8.6038 9-3254 1.0839 172.58!

! Tl/3 HEX/2 6.4970 10.3521 1.5934 189.22!

1 Mg/2 HEX/2 6.0361 9.7959 1.6229 154.55!

! Zn/2 HEX/2 5.0275 9.1868 1.8273 100.54!

! Cd/2 HEX/2 5.6103 10.4482 1.8624 142.40!

! Hg/2 RH/1 5.6434 70.7433 155.18

! Li/1 FCC/4 8.3338 144.70

I Cu/1 FCC/4 6.8093 78.93!

! Ag/1 i FCC/4 7.6892 113.65!

..,.!

Table 3-1: Low temperature structural data
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Table 3.2 gives the followig constants computed with the values

of Table 3.1: the free electron Fermi-vector (in c.u.), the

Fermi energy in a.u., the reciprocal lattice constant in a.u.

and the factor A(cu), which is used to convert dHvA frequencies

F to computational areas : Area=A(cu) F[Gigagauss]. The

references indicated in Table 3-2 also apply to Table 3-1.

! Metal

2/r

a(au)

cu

k

F

au

E

F

A(cu) !

! Bi • 7035 1.2163 .3661 5.4020!

! *Si .6122 1.5632 .4580 7.13131

! *Ge .5877 1.5632 .4220 7.7389!

! Sn .5720 1.5209 .3784 8.1703!

! Pb .6765 1.2407 • 3595 5.8402!

! Al .8246 1.1273 .4321 3-9306!

! Ga • 7364 1.1946 .3870 4.9293!

! In .7303 1.0974 .3211 5.0120!

! Tl • 9671 0.8036 .3020 2.8580!

! Mg 1.0409 0.6978 .2638 2.4669!

! Zn 1.2498 0.6707 • 3513 1.7114!

! Cd 1.1199 0.6665 .2786 2.1311 !

! Hg 1.1133 0.6515 .2631 2.1564!

! Li • 7539 0.7816 .1736 4.7023!

I Cu .9227 0.7816 .2601 3-1394!

! Ag
i

i ...j

.8171 0.7816 .2040 4.0031 !

Barret (1960)

Ben et al.(1962)

Cooper (1960)

Lee;Raynor(1954) a)

Pearson (1964) b)

Figgins (1956) c)

Barret (1962)

Graham (1955) d)

Barret (1958)

Pearson (1964) e)

Lynch (1965) e)

Lynch (1965) e)

Barret (1957)

Khatkevic (1952)

Frohnmeyer (1953) f)

Smakula (1955) b)

Table 3-2: Free electron constants.

(*: Room temperature values)
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Thermal expansion references:

a) White (1964)

b) Nix;McNair (1942)

c) Extrapolated.

d) Collins et al.(1967)

e) HcCanimon; white (1965)

f) Nix;McNair (1941)
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2) Pseudopotentials.

a). Introduction.

The problem of determining the band structure of a metal is an

old one and there are several
,
more or less succesful, ways of

solving it.

What one always has to do, is to solve the Schroedinger

equation :

(3.3) h fi = ( T + V(r) ) w± = E.?

where T is the kinetic energy, V(r) the self-consistent

potential seen by an electron and E. the energy of the i'th

state. Now it happens that the potential is "strong" in the

sense that it creates low lying bound states, called "core

states". If one solves the Schroedinger equation in the

k-representation:

(3-4) det! [ 1/2 ( k - g )2 - E ] a , + V - ! = 0

(here the V ''s are the Fourier components of V(r) ), we

Sg

have to go to very large k's (small wavelengths) in order to

make the calculation convergent. ( For Al the secular equation

would have to be of order 10° x 10 ). The lowest

eigenvalue of this solution will correspond to the lowest core

state and will not be particularly interesting for the

properties of a metal. It is quite clear that such a

calculation would be senseless and some means are needed to

eliminate the core states.
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The fact that the V(r) has a deep potential well, leading to

core states, entails that the wave functions have several nodes

in the core region. One can now prescribe a core radius R
,

such that the core states (wiggles) are all included in a

sphere of radius R
. One can calculate the wave function at

c

R for the free atom and join these solutions to the solution

of the Schroedinger equation outside this sphere. One can now

show that the original V(r) can be replaced by another poten¬

tial V (r) called the pseudopotential (PP). The solutions of

the Schroedinger equation using this potential are much

smoother and correspond to the outer valence states. Now the

lowest eigenvalue belongs to the lowest valence state.

Another way of looking at this problem is by using the

scattering theory approach. An incident wave |k> falling on an

atom will emerge with an angular distribution:

(3.5) Wk I (21+1) [ exp(2ii?1) - 1] P^cosfl )

The phase angle can be written:

(3-6)
rj1 = p-^n + S1 i^l <= n/2

The constant p, corresponds to the number of bound states,

but does not have any influence on the scattered wave. A

pseudopotential is now a potential which produces only phase

shifts of 8-.; the bound states have been removed. We shall

be using these two aspects in our further discussion: the

second aspect will be helpful in discussing scattering

properties in relation with the character of the wave packets

(s,p,d, character)
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b). The empty core or Ashcroft(1966) potential.

This is the simplest of all pseudopotentials and uses the

"cancellation theorem" (Heine(1970)) to set the depth of the

well exactly to zero:

(3-7)
Vash10n(r) = ° for r<Rc

= -Z/r for r>R

Here R is some model radius adjusted for best fit with

experimental data and Z is the valence of the metal. The

Fourier transform of a potential is:

(3.8) v(q) = 1/fl / V10n(r) exp(-iqr) d3r

thus,

(3*9) vash = " [ 47rZ/ ( q e(c3)0o)] cos( qRc}

In reduced q's: x = q/2kt

(3.10) vash (x)
kF

__£ cos( 2 x R k„)

3 7T x^ e(x)
c *

where e(x) is the dielectric screening function without

exchange:

(3-11) e(x) = 1 +

3 n x^ (2/3 EF)
f(x)

with f(x) the Lindhardt screening function

.2

(3-12) f(x) = 1/2 +

1 - x 1 + x

In ! !
4 x 1 - x
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It is seen that in the limit of x going to zero this potential

goes to -2/3Ep (the deformation potential), as every local

pseudopotential should.

We have fitted this PP to experimental Fermi surface data,

where available, and we give the obtained R 's and the

sources used in Table 3-3-

These pseudopotentials are useful for qualitative discussions,

but it is difficult to see how they are influenced when used

for solute calculations. In the next paragraph we develop a

much more realistic model for this situation.

1 Li

1.73

i'jg

K30

Al

1
. 15

Si

1 .02

! Cu

! 0.81

Zn

1.11

Ga

1 .06

Ge

0.98

! Ag

! 1.04

Cd

1 .25

In

1 .09

Sn

1.11

Kg
1 .27

Tl

1.11

Pb

1 .00

Ei

0.98

Table 3-3: R 's for Ashcroft PP. (in a.u.)

Zn,Al ,Cig,Pb,In

Bi,Tl,Li

Cu,Ag

Si,Ge

Sn

Ga

Hg

Cd

Sorbello;Griessen (1973)

Cohen;Heine (1974)

Ashcroft;Langreth (1967)

Brust (1964)

Stafleu;de Vroomen (1967)

Reed (1969)

Brandt;Rayne (1966)

Stark;Falicov (1967)
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c). The Shaw potential.

The pseudopotentials of the Heine-Abarenkov-Shaw type are so

called "model potentials" and were first given by Animalu and

Heine(1965) and later on Shaw(1968) showed that it was possible

to optimize them in a certain way. These potentials are called

model potentials to distinguish them from ab initio

pseudopotentials and also because they make use of empirical

information concerning the valence electron energy levels.

As already mentioned, the problem lies in knowing the

wavefunction of the Z times ionized atom outside some model

radius R (the R, 's may be different for different angular

momenta l=0,1,2;see Fig. 3.1) These wavefunctions will

naturally be energy dependent and one has to evaluate them at

the appropriate energy EF10n with respect to the free ion.

Now we know that the solutions to the hydrogenlike Schroedinger

equation are only finite for energies at the terra values (n,l)

of the ion in question and can be represented by VJhittaker

functions of the first kind for the quantum numbers n,l.

(Shaw(1968b)) .

The logarithmic derivative at the radius R, of the solution

n,l can then be calculated and a solution corresponding to the

interior square well of depth A can be made to fit this

derivative. The resultant A will then specify the depth of
A.

the well A, for a certain 1.
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Figure 3.1:The optimized model potential; the square
wells fit exactly in the Coulomb part
Z/r and are of different depths.

Shaw(1968,1968b) has shown that an optimized form of the

potential (optimized in the sense that the wavefunction is as

smooth as possible) results if the condition A,=Z/R, is

fulfilled. He also shows that it is not neccessary to model

wave-functions higher than 1
,
where 1 is the highest

angular momentum of the core-wavefunctions.(e.g. ln=0 for

Li). He has given tables for relating the A, with the term

values E,. We have reproduced these tables in a graphical

2
form in Fig. 3.2, where ln(A,/Z ) is given in function of

ln(-E1/Z2).
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The only, but major, problem remaining is the inter- or

extrapolation of the A,(n)'s to the energy E^10 .
Shaw

has shown, empirically, that a linear extrapolation is

reasonable provided that the d-bands are far enough in energy

fron the conduction band. We have found that a linear

interpolation in our ln-ln plot is often superiour and a

logarithmic extrapolation will tend to flatten out at low

energies provided the absolute value of the slope is smaller

than 1. (which is the case for the metals we considered). There

is no a priori reason to make a linear extrapolation and the

fact that our interpolation is often better, makes us feel

confident that our method is comparable or even better than the

linear method. Our interpolation formula is thus as follows:

(3.13) A/ Z2 = a( -E / Z2 )£

Some of the elements we studied did not allow optimization,

viz: Cu,Ag and the transition metals Ti,V,Cr and Mn. In these

metals the d-band is too close to the conduction band and the

usual hydrogen-like term scheme breaks down. Animalu(1973) has

given a whole series of model potentials, which includes the

last mentioned, but the effect of scattering resonances seems

rather difficult to take into account.
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The metals Zn,Cd and Hg are an intermediate case, where the

influence of the d-bands just starts to be noticeable. This

series of elements has been studied by Evans(1970) by

incorporating the quantum defect method in Shaw's formalism. We

have determined our constants a and /5 from his values of A,

and dk^dE at EF10n for Zn,Cd,Hg and also for Pb,In,Tl.

In Table 3-4 we give our fitted values of a and /} for future

reference.

Figure 3-2: ln-ln plot of Shaw's tables. Region 1

corresponds to the usual one node so¬

lution, region 0 to exponentially de¬

caying solutions.
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d). Fermi energy for solutes.

The problem remains of the E„ at which one should

evaluate the A's. This problem has been discussed by Animalu

and Heine(1965) and their method has been adopted Shaw,Evans,

etc. In solving the Schroedinger equation (3) for an ion in a

metal the potential energy term can be written as follows:

(3.14) V(r) = Vion(r) + Vrest(r)

where V. is the potential for a single isolated ion and
ion

y &

V
,

a potential due to the rest of the system, principally
TcSt

the conduction electrons in the neighbourhood of the ion when

immersed in the metal. If V . can be considered more or
rest

less constant in the model sphere, the energy at which to solve

for the free ion will be:

/ _ . > „
ion vac

(3-15) EF = Ep - Vpest

The value of the absolute energy Epvac can be obtained by

considering the following expression for the cohesive energy:

(Kittel(1963)p.93iSeitz(1940),Animalu;Heine(1965))

(3.16) -IBI = III *EHp* Ee*EHS- Exc0b- EseCb
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! Metal

a

3 I

a /3

<

a /3

! Bi .2548 .3640 .2623 .3508 .0563 -.0872 !

! Si .2125 .2022 .1681 .0211 — !

1 Ge .2296 .2286 .1837 .0728 .0927 -.1462 !

1 Sn .2377 .2918 .1915 . 1546 .
1 141 .0271 !

! Pb .2602
• 3130 .1751 • 1373 .0435 -.2786 !

! Al .2243 .1703 .1961 .0289 — !

! Ga .2605 .1992 .2125 .0313 .1464 -.0421 !

! In .2640 .2499 .1860 .0544 .0438 -.4070 !

! Tl .3021 .2833 .2434 .1588 .0455 -.3445 !

! Mg .2534 . 1318 .2427 .0241 -- !

! Zn .3544 .1884 .4832 . 1820 . 1904 .0084 !

! Cd .3511 .2288 .3725 . 1560 .1903 .0076 !

j Hg .4185 .2528 .4584 .1991 • 3507 .1935 !

! Li .3707 .0726 — -- — !

Table 3.4: Values of a and /}.

This equation is set up per electron (not per atom!) and the

quantities have the following meaning:
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B = absolute value of cohesive energy per electron

I = absolute value of (first Z ionization energies)/Z

E,-p = Hartree-Fock energy of free-electron gas

= (3/5) E„ + E (E =exchange energy)

E = correlation energy of free-electron gas

JWS
Wigner-Seitz bottom of band energy

cb
E =

exchange/correlation of conduction band
xc

B

cb
E = self-energy of conduction band electrons
S s

The last two terms had to be subtracted, otherwise they would

be counted twice in E
F

and Ewg.The quantity EpVac we

want is the energy from the vacuum to the bottom of the

conduction band(rE„s) plus the energy from the bottom to the

top of the conduction band(=E„).Rewriting the above equation

16 we get:

(3.17) Epvac = -IB! - ill + (2/5)EF+ EseCb+ Exccb- Ex- EQ

The term Vpest can be expressed as: Vrest=Vpot+Exccb,
where V , is the position dependent potential of an electron

interacting with Z electrons in the cell with radius r and

cb
E the exchange and correlation interaction with these

same electrons.The potential V
, can be obtained by

pot
J

integrating over the cell and then averaging over a sphere of

radius R,:

Z
„

3Z R,

(3.18) V = [ 3 - (r/r )2] = [ 1 - (—±-)2]
2 rr, 2 r 2 r^

o 00
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We can now write a final expression for Eplon which will be

used as the energy to be used for extrapolating for the A, 's.

This energy will, itself, depend on A through the term

V
, and we will have to solve self-consistently for each

V

(3.19) EFion = -|B! - ill + .2 kp2 + .6 Z/rQ + .239 kp

+.0575 - .0155 ln(1.9192/k„) - V
.

r po l

In this equation the explicit expressions for the different

energies have been inserted, k„ is the usual Fermi-momentum

and r the radius of the Wigner-Seitz sphere.All the energies

are given in atomic units.It is to be noted that the term

E
°

dropped out in subtracting En,vac and V
. .

We
xc

^K
F rest

calculated the energies EF10n self-consistently, for the

elements in question, for each 1. The average of the energies

for s,p,d was then used to extrapolate the A,'s with the aid

of equation 3-13.The different quantities of interest, for the

i

y

*

pure elements, are given in Table 3-5. (The quantity E„ is

the constant part of E^10", i.e. En,lon+ V . )
r

' F pot

The situation of an impurity in an Al or In matrix, in the

context of a Shaw potential, has not been treated elsewhere.

Our assumptions are, first of all, that the Fermi energy of the

host matrix is unchanged for small concentrations of the

*

impurity atoms, thus, the term ER will have to be taken

for the host matrix. Secondly, the terms in V
. will change

'

rest °

in a way which will depend on the properties of the immersed

impurity atom. We propose the following reasonable assumptions:
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a) the radius r of the Wigner-Seitz cell, used in the
o

calculation of V
.,

will be taken equal to the radius of the

pot'

impurity including any changes of volume due to distortion,b)

the the valence Z used in V . will be the impurity valence

pot

(the screening effectively neutralizes the impurity), c) the

term E will be given the same value as that of the

xc
°

host.

! Metal E

F

ion

-E

F

A

0

A

1

A

2

z !

! Bi .053 1 .727 2.41 2.57 1.78 5 !

! Si .219 1 .526 2. 1 1 2.56 4 !

! Ge .169 1.507 2.14 2.47 2.09 4 !

! Sn .205 1.348 1.85 2.09 1.71 4 !

! Pb .140 1.343 1 .92 1.99 1.39 4 !

! Al .352 .988 1.39 1.66 3 !

Ga .247 1 .051 1.53 1.79 1.44 3 !

! In .207 • 936 1.35 1.48 • 99 3 !

I Tl .142 .968 1 .45 1 .54 .88 3 |
Mg .237 .550 .78 .93 2 !

! Zn .273 .630 1 .00 1.38 • 75 2 !

! Cd .206 .610 .91 1.11 .75 2 !

Hg .131 .702 1.08 1 .30 1 .00 2 !

! Li .175 .185 • 33 1 !

Table 3-5: Final parameters for optimized potential

in pure elements.
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e). Results: Shaw potential parameters for solutes in Al and In.

The results for impurities in Al and In are given in Tables 3-6

and 3.7., where the values of A, and R, are the input

parameters for the final calculation of the pseudopotential.

The values for the cohesive energy B were taken from a recent

compilation which appears in Kittel (1971). The ionization

energies I came from the tables of Moore (1949), the same

source was used for the atomic energy levels needed for the

determination of our constants a and ft .

ion Evans !
I Solute "EF

,
Ao A1 A2 R2 i

L _X

! Si 1.542 2. 12 2.56

1 Ge 1.438 2. 12 2.47 2. 11

1 Ga
• 979 1.51 1.78 1 .45

! Mg .464 • 76 .92

! Zn .535 .97 1.34 .75 3.0 !

! Cd .550 .89 1.09 .75 3.0 !

... . -L

Table 3.6: Final parameters for Al solutes.
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ion Evans]

! Solute "EF A0 A1 A2 R2 !

! Bi 1.606 2.34 2.50 1.79

! Sn 1.347 1.85 2.09 1 .71

! Pb 1.272 1.88 1.98 1 .41

! Ga 1 .065 1.53 1.79 1.44

! Tl .912 1.42 1 .52 .90

! Mg .577 .78 .93

! Zn .661 1.01 1.39 .75 3.0 !

! Cd .589 • 91 1 .10 • 75 3.0 !

| Hg .623 1.05 1.27 • 98 3.4

! Li .147 • 32
1

i .... ,.

Table 3-7: Final parameters for In solutes.

The values of R? indicated for some elements in the last two

tables are the values given by Evans(1970) for those elements

he was not able to optimize. As he indicated, this failure was

due to the inclusion of the d-core states in the quantum-defect

method. All other R1's can be obtained by the relation:

R1=Z/A1.
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f). Calculation of Shaw potential.

From these values of the A,'s we have calculated the

pseudopotentials, for our selection of impurities, in Al and

In. Shaw (1968,1968B) shows that his optimized pseudopotential

can be written in the following form:

1

Z
°

Z

(3.20) Vo = V e(R - r) [A, - -] Pr,

r a_j r

1 = 0

where 6 is a step function and Pr. an operator which

projects out the l'th component of the wave function. The fact

that we are only interested in potentials representing the

scattering effects of impurities allows us to neglect the

refinements of non-local screening etc., which are necessary

for calculations involving either the total energy or the

effective ion-ion interaction. We thus use essentially the

screening function as indicated in equations (3-11) and (3-12).

The unscreened potential in function of x=q/(2kp) can be

split up in two parts, the first is a local contribution B(q),

the second a non-local term f(k„,kp+q); the sum of these is

then locally screened.

47rZg 4tt /"F?3 Zha
--.

(3.21) B(q) =

3 [ -2-2-
+ —|ii ] [j_(qR.)+jP(qR.)]

%^ % 3 Q^
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the expression for the non-local part is

(3-22) fCkp.k^+q) =

F.^F-
n.

y (2l+1)Pl(cos0)AlRl3 I(Rlfk,q)

1 = 0

with

(3.23) I (R1,k,q) j x (x-1) J1((kF+q)R1x) J1(kpR1x) dx

0

In the equation for B(q) the first term comes from the pure

Coulomb part of the potential, the second term contains

contributions from the correlation and orthogonalization with

the conduction band of the host material. Zg and Zh are the

valences of the guest and host material, ju a quantity-

analogous to the term E appearing in eqs. 3.16-19, Rc is

the ionic radius, a
ff

the value defined by Aninalu; Heine

(1965) for the orthogonalization hole (note that we used the

R of the guest atom, but Zh for the valence), j-, and P,

the Bessel and Legendre functions of order l.The expression for

the non-local part is obtained by expanding the plane waves in

spherical coordinates and then evaluating the matrix elements.

The screening is done with the following expression:

(3-24) e (x) [ e(x) - 1 ] [ 1 - f(x) ] + 1

f (x) = x2/ [ 2x2+ .5 + 1/*kF]
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where e(x) is from eq. 3.11 and f(x) is a correction for

exchange and correlation due to Sham(1965).

We hope that our new evaluation of scattering potentials will

give a more reliable estimate of resistivities, Dingle

temperatures, etc. We will use these results further on when

discussing the results of Hall effect measurements and

Wejgaard(1975) has also used them for comparison to our de

Haas-van Alphen experiments.

3) Scattering.

a). Transition probabilities.

As indicated in the preceding paragraph, the potential felt by

an electron in a metal can be represented by a relativily weak

pseudopotential. Let v(r) be the PP of a single ion, then the

potential energy of an electron at the position r is given by:

(3-25) V(r) = J v ( ! r - r | )

J

where the ^^'s are the positions of the individual ions. We

do not require any particular arrangement of the ions for the

moment. If the self-consistent screening of the electrons is

already included in the v(r)'s, then the V(r) will also be a

screened potential.

To obtain the wave-function representing this electron one has

to solve the time dependent Schroedinger equation:
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(3-26) ( T + V(r) ) <D = ill d<t>/ at

For the scattering problem one asks for the evolution of an

electron in state !k> into a state |k+q>. Expanding $ in plane

waves:

(3-27) <D(r,t) = I a (r) |k+q> exp( i^k+qt )

where w, is the frequency corresponding to the energy of
K+q

i J r

the state |k+q>. Setting a =1, a =0 for q i 0 at the

time 0, and substituting in eq. 3-26, on obtains in first order

perturbation :

(3-28) i h" a^ exp( -W „t ) = <k+q|V|k> exp( -i«. t )
Q iv+ Q K.

where the matrix elements are defined as:

(3-29)

<k+q|V|k> = 1/0 f exp(-i(k+q)r) V(r) exp(ikr) dr

Q

Integrating this with respect to time and using a (0)=0, one

M

obtains the probability that an electron will be found in the

state |k+q> at the time t:

„ !<k+q!V|k>!2 s±n2[(co,-a>. ) t/2]
(3.30) a aQ = 4 i^-^3

2 ?
Recognizing that the factor sin (at)/nta~ behaves like a

^-function for long times, we obtain the usual Golden Rule

no : 1 for the transition probability:
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(3.3D pk,k+q = (2n/V * !<k+q!V!k>!2 * n(E)

where n(E) is the density of final states. It is to be noted

that this derivation is a first order perturbation result and

the transitions are supposed to be due to a quasi-periodic

perturbation. This will not be exactly the case for isolated

impurities which are randomly distributed in an otherwise

regular host crystal.

Now we have to find out more about V(r): consider a binary

solid solution containing host ions h and guest ions g. Then

(see eq.3.25) the potential W of the dilute alloy will be:

(3.32) W(r) = V vh(r-rh) + V vg(r-rg)
h g

for the matrix elements we get using the definition (3.29):

(3.33) <k+q|W|k> = 1/N T" exp(-iqrh)<k+q!vh|k>
h

+ 1/N > exp(-iqr )<k+q|vg|k>

If we assume that the impurity atoms are substitutional, i.e,

if they are located on host atom sites, we can write:

(3.34) <k+q|W|k> = 1/N T~ exp(-iqr, )<k+q!vh|k>
/ j

n
> S

h,g

1/N > exp(-iqr )<k+q!vg-vh|k>
/ 1 &
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(3-35) <k+q|W|k> = S(q)<k+q|vh|k> + S'(q)<k+q!vs-vh!k>

The S(q) is the structure factor of the average lattice, which,

in the case of substitutional impurities, is equal to the pure

structure factor. This structure factor is non-zero only for

reciprocal lattice vector values q of q.This is an

infinitesimal set of all the q's playing a role in scattering

processes and all it does is determine the shape of the Fermi-

surface and the character of the wave functions on this same

surface. When q?éq , S(q) is zero and we are left with:

(3-36) <k+qjW|k> = S'^q) <k+q|vS!k> + S'y(q) <k+q!vh|k>

Here S'(q) is the structure factor of the randomly distributed

guest atoms. It is easily seen that S' (q)=-exp(-iqr )/N

for a vacancy and S'^q)=exp(-iqr )/N for an interstitial

at the position r
.

o

b). Lattice distortions.

There is one complication in giving an exact expression for

S' (q): an impurity introduced in the host lattice induces a

local distortion of its surrounding. This effect is difficult

to take into account, but several authors have given a

treatment of this problem. Eshelby(1954,1956) has shown that in

the limit of continuum elasticity the distortion can be written

as

(3.37) u(r) = A r / r3
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and that the constant A can be obtained from X-ray data in the

following way:

Aa 4

(3-38) — = nrjky
a 3

where Aa/a is the change in X-ray lattice constant, // the

concentration of defects per unit volume and y=3(1-<*)/(1+f),

where o is the Poisson ratio for the host material, (a-.353

for Al, a=.425 for In) Hence, the relative change in volume

around an impurity is:

(1 + ct) 1 da 4ttA

(3-39) = —

( 1-cr) a dC Oq

where c is the relative atomic concentration and Q the host
o

atomic volume. Now S' (q) becomes:
v

(3-40) S'y(q) = 1/N 2 exp(-iq(ri+ui)

(3-41)

4ttA r—f30qri
= 1/N X exp(-iqr.) _ ?

_ exp(-iqr-)

o
1

The first term evaluated for a vacancy, gives exp(-iqr )/N

and the second sum can be shown to give (Harrison,1966):

(3.42) g(q) exp(-iqr )/N , g(q) =
—2 £ -1 i

—

°
—

°
** ^i^o1
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Hence we are left with:

4ttA

(3-43) S' (q) = - (1 + — g(q) ) exp(-iqr )/N
v

Q
o

The term in brackets represents the effective volume of the

vacancy in the limit of long wavelengths. This change in volume

has been used by Blatt(1957) to define an effective valence Z

(1+AV/Q ) for the host. The function g(q) was evaluated and

tabulated by Shaw(1968b).

The assumption that the distortion can be represented by an

elastic lav; like in eq.3-37, has been questioned by several

authors: Benedek; Baratoff(1971), Flocken; Hardy(1970), Beal-

Monod ; Kohn(1968). They calculate the ion displacement from the

force constants between the ions and, thus, obtain anisotropic

displacements. Although the treatment of anisotropic scattering

centers seems rather difficult to take into account, it would

be interesting to include these nearest neighbour displacements

in defining an effective scattering potential of the distortion

cluster. We will see in the next sections that the homovalent

impurities give rather bad results, when compared to the

experiments. It is just in these cases that the influence of

distortions could be very important.
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c). Phase shifts.(Results)

The final form of the scattering potential W of an impurity in

a host lattice is as follows: (see eqs. 3-36 and 3-43)

(3.^4) <k+q|Wik> = 1/N exp(-iqri) <k+q|w|k>

h
4ttA

<k+q!w|k> = <k+q!vS|k> - [1 + g(q) ] <k+qiv"jk>
n
o

Some typical results of our computed <k+q|w|k> are shown in

Fig.3-3- for later discussions it will be convenient to

parametrize these potentials with the phase shifts obtained in

the Born approximation and calculated with the help of eq.3.45

(see Harrison(1970) p.186)

(3-45)
BA

3/rZh

8EF
/ P1(cos e ) <k+qiw|k> d(cos B )

In Tables 3-8 and 3.9 we give the resulting phase shifts for Al

and In (including the pure metal and the vacancy impurity)

along with the effective valence Z of the impurity obtained

from the Friedel sum rule:

(3-46)

1=0

(21 + 1) S
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Figure 3-3:Selected scattering potentials <k+q|w|k>

for impurities in Al and In.
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*

so *1 S2 S3 *4
*7

Al .773 • 769 .241 .052 .008 3-01 !

AlVac .042 .108 .075 .062 .032 0.93 !

î AISi .629 .266 .063 .027 .011 1.29

! AlGe .618 .197 .011 -.004 -.007 0.75

! AlGa .177 -.027 -.049 -.014 -.007 -0. 19

! AlMg -.515 -.296 -.076 -.037 -.016 -1.39

AlZn -. 145 -.163 -.157 .007 .004 -0.85 !

AlCd -. 196 -.103 -.090 .047 .022 -0.27

i i

Table 3-8: Phase shifts and Z for Al.

* |

80 51 S2 S3 \
z !

, L.
_

l

! In 1.116

M

.788 .158 .055 .006 3.00 !

! InBi .819 .383 .054 -.032 -.014 1.20 !

! InSn .395 .220 .082 -.010 -.004 0.87 !

l InPb .465 .158 .018 -.027 -.010 0.48

! InGa .247 .029 .070 .024 .010 0.60 !

! InTl .123 -.016 -.059 -.007 -.003 -0.19

InMg -.606 -.239 .006 -.024 -.003 -0.95

InZn -.179 -.123 .017 .057 .021 0.08

InCd -.325 -.187 -.031 .004 .004 -0.62 !

InHg -.097 -.173 -. 114 .022 .007 -0.62 !

Table 3-9: Phase shifts and Z for In.
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IV. REAL FERMI SURFACES AND GALVANOMAGNETIC EFFECTS.

1). Multiple wave scattering,

a). Introduction.

The transition probabilities treated in the preceeding section

were all written in function of plane wave states |k>. In a

real metal the state of an electron on some specific part of

the Fermi-surface is surely described by a more complicated

wave function. One always has to solve a Schroedinger equation

like the one given in eq.3.3. The important point is that one

has to include some previous knowledge, i.e. use the symmetry

properties of the metal whose Fermi-surface we want to deter¬

mine. This is done by substituting |k> by a wave function

having a basis containing at least the essential elements of

the metals symmetry and then expanding the pseudowavefunction

1
,. ,

(4.1) <!.k(r) = —- \ a (k) exp(i(k-q ).r)

n

where the set <q > is the reciprocal lattice vector basis.

The vector a (k) is the eigenvector corresponding to the

eigenvalue k(Ep) when the following equation is solved,

h

(4.2) a (k)[ — (k-q )d - Ep] s + 2a,(k)<k-q ! V ! k-q^ = 0

2m q q.,
MnMl ,
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Having now expressed our solution as a pseudowavefunction

<!>-., we must also use these in the golden rule of eq.3-31-

This leaves us with a double sum over matrix elements weighted

by products of an(k). We shall call this the k representation

for the scattering probability P,
, ^. This is the represen¬

tation most suited for numerical calculations and it is the one

we used in our OPW calculations.

b). Amplitude factors.

Sorbello(1974) has shown that it is advantageous to change over

to what we shall call the 1 representation. This representation

in angular momentum and phase shift has the advantage that one

can truncate the 1 summation at a small 1
.

By using the
m

J L

T-matrix approach and the optical theorem he obtains an

expression for the scattering time t:

1 8Ep
lm

(4.3) = —

*

£ (21+1) F (k) sin^U,)
rn(k) 3*fiZ
°

1 = 0

where,

m=+l

4tt
„

(4.4) Fl(k) = ---- \ ! £ an(k) Y lm(k-qn)
21+1 /-^

m = -l n

The constant in eq.4.3 is: 0.85Ep/Z when t is to be

expressed in atomic units.

i
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The factor F,(k), which Sorbello called "amplitude factor",

measures the character of the wave function in the 1

representation at the point k on the Fermi surface. It is very

convenient that this expression for T(k) separates in two

contributions having to do with scattering and Fermi surface

properties separately.

In view of the fact that in both the Hall effect and the dHvA

effect one is interested in averages of the relaxation time

over some representative orbit, the amplitude factors can be

averaged over these same orbits and this average <F,> will

then be interpreted as the effective character of the wave

function. As will be shown later on, the hole-like edges of the

second zone are very important for the Hall effect. This has

led us to calculate the <F,> for this part of the Fermi

surface and we give these, along with some values of Sorbello

(1974), in Table 4.1

The local F, were obtained with a 4 OPW program and then

averaged over the orbit in question. It is interesting to note

the different character of the <F,> distribution when

comparing Al and In. In Al the d-character is constant over

most of the surface, whereas in In the p-character is very

smoothly distributed. The greatest ratio of <F > is for the

s-part between second zone holes and third zone electrons: .18

for Al and 5.2 for In. For the definition of the various bands

and zones refer to figure 4.1.
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i i i i i

Band and orbit <Fn(k)> <F1(k)> <F0(k)> <F^(k)>

Aluminum

! Second band

.77 .97 1.21! total orbit .86 !

I electron-like .83 .95 1 .20 .88 !

! hole-like
• 37 1.13 1.30 .75 !

I Third band

2 .02 • 33 1.13i total orbit 1.24 !

Indium

! Second band

! 1.14 1 .22 .68! total orbit 1.06 !

! electron-like i 1.09 1.23 • 70 1.06 !

! hole-like ! 1.46 1.17 .51 1.03 !

! Third band

! .28 1.29 1.24I total orbit .63 !

_j,
.., _

Table 4.1: <F-[(k)> for orbits in [110] plane on the

Fermi surfaces of Aluminum and Indium.
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2). Conduction in a magnetic field,

a). General expression,

In discussing transport phenomena in magnetic fields it is

imperative to reconsider the Sorbello(1974b) treatment of

relaxation times, but this time in a magnetic field. In fol¬

lowing his assumption that the definition of the scattering

term (df, /dt) ,,
in the Boltzmann equation is given by

K. SCaUt

-gi./T(k)> we can write,

df gk e dgk
(4.5) e E.v, ( ) =

~ï- + _ (v. x H).~-
dU -r(k) h"

K
dk

where E and H are,respectively, the electric and magnetic field

and U the energy. Our î(k), appropriate to electronic conduc¬

tion in a magnetic field, also obeys, for elastic scattering,

(4.6)

1

r(k)

i gk'

5k

This integral equation self-consistently defines the relaxation

time appropriate to the situation in a magnetic field, provided

a solution to eq. 4.5 can be found. This way of defining T(k)

allows the separation of the problem in the solution of a

linear differential equation and an integral equation. Turning

to the solution of eq. 4.5 and noting that due to the vectorial

character of the second term on the right hand side, the

differentiation d/dk takes place in a plane perpendicular to H

and parallel to the Fermi-surface defined by the delta-function

df /dU, we can write,(see Fig. 4.1)
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g(<?,h) e v (f,h) dg(^,h)
(4.7) eE v (<p,h) 5(U-Up) = + -

-^ ! H {
-r(<?,h) h p(f,h) d<p

In the last equation the variables are now <p and h, where <p

is a phase angle in the plane perpendicular to H and h stands

for k„: the part of the k-vector parallel to H. v is the

velocity perpendicular to the Fermi-surface, v is the

component of v parallel to the electric field E, and p the

curvature radius of the surface at the point <p,h, which

appeared due to the transformation dk = pd</>. In the
para

r r

case of a circular orbit the term in H can be written:

corj.ug/df, where ct>„ = eH/m* is the cyclotron frequency.

The quantity m*, the cyclotron effective mass, can be described

in a local fashion, with our variables, by m* = ûp/v . We

now see that eq. 4.7 is a linear inhomogeneous differential

equation for g in f) and in our steady state situation the

particular integral can be shown to be,

9 9
hE

r p va h
r p 6(p

'
i

'

(4.8) g(^,h) = — 5(U-U„) f
-— exp( j ) d9"

H
b J v

"

eH J t'v
'

P P

In this integral, the or quantities are defined by, for

example, v
' "

= v (<p
' '

,h) . The integration only concerns <p

directly; h is a parameter here.
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This is our generalized form (for any odd shaped Fermi surface)

of the type of equation appearing for instance in Ziman(1964)

p.258 and we quote his description of the formula: "The

displacement of the Fermi surface at the point whose phase

angle is <p is the sum of the displacements created by the

electric field at other points on the orbit, which are then

driven round the orbit by the magnetic field, decaying with the

(integrated) relaxation time t".

This expression for g(<p,h) can then be inserted in eq.4.6 and

the relaxation time found by iteration. This is the only place

where the relaxation between different h slices comes into the

determination of 1.

Once the relaxation time has thus been determined it can be

inserted in the following expression for the current density

tensor,

(4'9) Jce =
"3; /// vc Se

" dU d<?,dh
47rJh v

P

here the subscript e denotes the driving electric field

direction and c the current response direction. When inserting

eq.4.8 in eq. 4.9 the delta-function will take out the energy

integration and tell us that we have to stay on the Fermi

surface. We get,
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f f pvc f
p ve -h p dç)

(4.10) J = --,- —- / -— exp(— / )d?, d^dh
4tt-sH j J v j v eH ^ t'v

h 0
P

-oo
P

/' P

This is our exact expression for the current tensor, provided

the relaxation time is defined self-consistently by eq.4.6, the

linearized Boltzmann equation is valid (i.e. Ohm's law is

valid) and we are in a non-quantum regime. This equation can be

expanded in the limit of high fields and will lead to the

result that the Hall angle divided by the magnetic field will

tend to a constant proportional to the difference of the

concentration of electron and hole states, (see Ziman(1964) p.

261).

If the integration over the phase angle <p is done in the

extended zone then the electron and hole states are

characterized by the sign of p and p'' in eq.4.10. It should

be remembered that a Brillouin zone intersection requires the

use of the reduced zone scheme when following a specific orbit

over the FS; then the p's will be given an absolute value and

the <p 's will be defined with a + or - sign, depending on the

local character of the FS.
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b). Expansion in powers of H.

In the case of low fields, of interest to us, we see that the

integral in the exponential will be limited to small </)'s when

H is small and the integrand can be expanded and integrated.

The factor in front of the exponential can also be expanded in

0 and than the whole integral in y'' integrated by parts.

This leads to an expansion in powers of H and the first three

terms of the conductivity tensor are,

e
, ,

nV pV TV

(4.11) ,°ce =
I L2 P-e- -P. d,dh

06 Hn3Û J J V V

(4.12) ace

h 0
P P

2

1
e eH PVn d PVp TVn 1

1
-

--,- (—) / / —- — [—-] [--Br d<P dh

47r3h h v dp v p

2 P
r,

e eH pv d pVQ TVr _

(4.13) a2ce = .... (--)2 / / -2
— [-S] [_-E]3 d^ dh

47rJh h v dtp v p

These integrals are impossible to integrate in a closed form,

because all quantities depend in a complicated way on </>, and t

is to be determined by solving eq.4.6. But there are several

generalities one may remark upon. Due to the definition of f

it follows that if the FS is made up of several topologically

disconnected bands, each of these bands will have have to be

separately integrated in cp and the expressions for the

different a will then always consist of sums over bands.

(Ignoring the interband scattering effects introduced by

eq.4.6)
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If now this separation in bands also entails that the curvature

radii p are good parameters of each band (which is not always

completely true)
,
then these p can be taken out from the <p

differentiation. The ratios v /v are then really only

x p
J J

trigonometric functions of the angle f and, in the case of

almost cylindrical bands, the orthogonality of cos and sine

functions leads us to identify a with the zero field

1 2
conductivity, a with the Hall conductivity and a with

the magneto- conductivity.

We want to stress here again that our newly obtained expres¬

sions 4.11,4.12 and 4.13 are exact in the limit of low fields

provided the relaxation times are determined with eq.4.6 for

zero magnetic field. (Sorbello's t ). We have to go to the

second order expansion because, due to symmetry considerations,

it is possible that the first order term is exactly zero.

The low field condition is characterized by the fact that in

expanding the exponential factor in eq.4.10 we assumed that

eff
to T = etiTV /(hp) << 1 for all parts of the FS.

because the curvature radius p is in the denominator, we see

that the low field limit is given by those parts of the FS with

the smallest curvature radius. In the case of Al or In we can

see in Fig.4.1 that this condition is realized by the hatched

parts, representing the edges of the second zone and that the

eff
low field regime w t << 1 can be located at consi-

n

fp
derably lower fields than the low field condition wt

n

<< 1 of the free electron case.
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3). Definition of 3 band model of the Fermi surface.

In the preceeding paragraph we indicated that one should define

a model which will represent the Fermi surfaces of Indium and

Aluminium. As can be seen from Figs.2.1 and 2.5, it makes sense

to separate them in three bands, each of them with character¬

istic, and more or less constant, dimensions. The bands are:

Band 1: The nearly free electron part of the second zone, Band

2: The strongly curved parts of the second zone near to the

Brillioun zones (this is not really a topologically separated

band but we assume we can treat it as such in the limit of low

fields), Band 3: The third zone "monster".(Only this band is

radically different in Al and In)

We assume that these bands are of a pseudo-cylindrical shape;

naturally this is a very rough approximation, but it is the

only way to obtain an almost quantitative picture of the

behaviour of the galvanomagnetic effects. Then the formulas

4.11,12,13 will be reduced, for each band, to a multiplication

of appropriate averaged quantities <p.>, <<?•>, <h. >,

<v.> and <S.>. (Here S is the surface to be used in the

usual resistivity formula and h is the length of the pseudo-

cylinder. We will drop the averaging brackets from now on and

assume that our quantities are always averaged values).
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Figure 4.1: 3 Band model of Fermi surface.

Fig.4.1 represents a [110] section of the FS of Al and shows

the three aforementioned bands. The picture of this section in

In would not be radically different; the main differences can

be seen by comparing Fig.2.2 and 2.6. The limiting points of

the hole like band 2 are fixed by the inflection points in

curvature and we assign a total value for the angle: <p„ =

^92^ + 2</)2b and also ^1 = fo ~ 2/r and clearlY
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The evaluation of the lengths h. is critical because it

implies an averaging procedure; we ignored this complication

and directly took the extremal dimensions of the FS. The second

zones of Al and In are quite similar, but the third zone of In

has only 1/3 of the Al length when averaged over all

directions. We give the results for this model in Table 4.2.

All dimensions and the average velocities were calculated with

a 4-OPw program and are given in computational units and

radians. In these units a FCC trivalent metal free electron

sphere has a volume of 6 and a surface of 18. The sign of the

total phase angle shows if the band is electron or hole like.

Band 1/P. h.
l

Indium

! 1 • 90 -2.45 1 .65 10.0 1 .05 !

! 2 11 .50 8.75 1 .65 1.4 0.75 !

! 3 9-50 -6.30 0.35 2. 1 0.90 !

Aluminum

! 1 • 90 -3.15 1.75 10.5 1.10

! 2 9.00 9.45 1.60 1.9 0.90

! 3 18.00 -6.30 2.30 3-30 0.75

Table 4.2: Parameters of 3 band model of Fermi

surfaces of In and Al.
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V. HALL EFFECT MEASUREMENTS IN INDIUM.

1).Introduction.

Our measurements of the Hall-effect in Indium were initiated by

the work of Cooper ;Cotti;Rasmussen(1965). These authors studied

the influence of the size-effect on the low-field Hall effect

in Indium films. They obtained an important contribution of the

size-effect
,

i.e. the sign of the Hall effect could be made to

change from the usual positive sign to a negative sign in

sufficiently thin samples.

These results were interpreted with the aid of anisotropic

relaxation times in connection with a multi-band scheme for a

polyvalent metal such as Indium. These strong lifetime effects

showed that it would be interesting to look for other possible

scattering mechanisms which would ,presumably, show analogous

effects. We decided to look at the effect of alloying, cold

working and, to some extent, of the temperature in both the

Hall effect and the magnetoresistance of rolled polycrystalline

specimens of Indium.
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2). Experimental setup,

a). Cryogenics.

All measurements of the Hall effect were made in a standard

glass Dewar which fitted in a transverse electromagnet. Most

measurements were made in liquid Helium and the temperature was

determined with the aid of the vapour pressure. Some other

selected temperatures were also needed for the temperature

dependence measurements.The following temperatures were used:

20K, 77K, 210-300K. The first two temperatures were at the

normal pressure boiling points of liquid hydrogen and of liquid

nitrogen. The temperatures around 0C were made with a Freon 114

cooling setup. This cooling unit consisted of a standard refri¬

gerator compressor followed by a Joule-Thomson expansion valve

and a vacuum pump which adjusted the pressure after the ex¬

pansion. The magnetoresistance measurements were only done in

the liquid Helium temperature range.

b). Magnetic Fields.

The magnet used for the Hall measurements was a conventional

iron core electromagnet with a maximal field of .8T in a gap of

100mm. The field-current relationship was calibrated with a

flux integrating method and the magnet was always saturated

prior to the runs so that the remanent field was the same. The

magnetoresistance measurements were made in a split-coil

Helmholtz superconducting magnet with a maximum field of 1.5T.

The same calibration method was used.
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c) Measurements.

The Hall effect was measured with a DC technique. The sample

had three electrodes for measuring the Hall voltage; two of

these electrodes were connected to a potentiometer of very low

resistance which was situated at the same temperature as the

sample. This potentiometer was used to compensate for the vol¬

tage due to the misalignement of the Hall-electrodes and was

made out of a material similar to the sample, thus the effect

of magnetoresistance on the offset was largely compensated.

This compensated voltage was then fed to a null-compensating

bridge. The null detection was done with a "Tinsley" galvano¬

meter amplifier and a final standard galvanometer. The sample

and compensation currents could be switched simultaneously in

order to obtain a better null criterion.

Any remaining misalignement voltage was eliminated by reversing

the magnetic field for every data-point. Our setup had an ul¬

timate sensitivity of approximately 2nV in the range of sample

currents used (.5-5A). The resistivities were measured with the

same circuit connected to two other electrodes on the sample.

The incremental magnetoresistance was measured by having two

wires of the same material constitute the two arms of a

Wheatstone bridge, one arm being in the magnetic field. The

off-null voltage of the bridge, which was proportional to

Ap/p ,
was directly fed to an X-Y recorder with a sensitivity

of 50/iV.
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3). Alloys and samples.

The alloys were prepared from 99-999% pure Indium of Johnson

and Matthey Co. and 99 - 99% pure solutes of different sources.

They were molten and thoroughly mixed in sealed glass ampoules,

usually under vacuum, but, in the case of solutes with high

vapour pressure under helium gas. We first prepared master

alloys of a relatively high concentration (~5At.%), which were

then further diluted to the required atomic percent concen¬

tration. The characteristics of the different alloys were

already discussed in sect.II: we did not make any alloys with

Mg,Zn,Li for the reasons indicated therein. The ingots so

obtained were then tempered at 100°C for several days and at

room temperature for several weeks.

As we wanted to measure only polycrystalline substances, the

Hall samples were rolled to the required thickness (.1-.25mm as

dictated by size effect considerations) and the magnetoresis-

tance samples were extruded in the form of wires of .6mm. The

rolled Hall film was then cut to size on a template and its

thickness determined from its weight. The dimensions were: 1cm

wide by 4cm long with electrodes of .5mm by 5mm projecting from

the sample. This shape should reduce the systematic errors due

to the shape of the film to less than 1$.(see Hurd(1972) p.184)

For the measurements of cold working, the sample was twisted

through a three pronged fork before being cooled down. During

the experiment this fork was then moved from the top to the

bottom of the sample and in this way it was deformed twice

through an angle of approximately 30°.
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4). Results.

We will now give the results of our measurements and give a

short discussion of several special details. The results can

divided in three different topics.

a) Residual resistivity results.

In Fig 5.1 we give the residual resistivity (RRR = p^ ?/

P,nn) of the indium films of .1mm thickness which we

investigated. Also given are the size effect results (Samples

and 6) of Cooper et al.(1965) and the results on cold worked

(CW) samples. The scales given for the last two effects are

arbitrary and have no connection with the kt.% impurity scale

The cold work RRR's make a jump at the first deformation and

then only increase slowly with further cold work cycles; this

probably comes from the fact that in the first deformation a

crystallite size corresponding to the 30° bending is

established and this size is not changed much thereafter.

The value indicated for 99-999* pure indium is already size-

effect limited at the thickness of .1mm, because, as Cooper e

al.(1965) have shown, the material used had a bulk mean free

path of ~.27mm. We used an extra thick sample (.25mm) for the

Hall effect result on pure indium; this film had a RRR of

9-10"5.
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As can be seen from Fig. 5.1, there were no significant devia¬

tions of a linear relationship between the At.% concentration

and the RRR, up to the highest concentration measured (1-

2At.%). The numerical values will be discussed further in a

later paragraph.

AT.°/o IMPURITIES

Figure 5.1: Residual resistivities of Indium alloys

( the results on cold-working and size-

effect are also indicated )
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b) Magnetoresistance.

Some representative results are shown in Fig. 5.2
,
where

Ap/p is plotted against the reduced field H . =

Bp /p . These results were used, along with the

transverse Hall voltages, to compute the Hall angle 9. They

also show the deviations from Kohler's rule which are to be

expected if the relaxation time distribution is changing from

sample to sample. (6 =100K,p„ =2.91 /mQ-cm)

50 100

RED. MAGN. FIELD BPq/Pj (Vsm2)

Figure 5.2: Magnetoresistance in Indium alloys
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0 50

RED. MAGN. FIELD BPqIP-j (Vsm2)

Figure 5.3: Hall angle in Indium alloys.

100

c) Hall effect.

In Fig. 5.3 we have plotted tan(Hall-angle)/ Red.Field in

function of the reduced field instead of the Hall coefficient

R
,

for several reasons: The Hall angle is defined by,

(5.1) tan( 6 )
JHall EHall(B)

'x
E
long ^long^ ' Jlong
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This angle is the only quantity which can be directly compared

to calculations of j and j . ( j and j are not acces-
y x y x

sible in the usual experimental situations.) In low fields, the

quantity plotted in Fig. 5-3 is directly related to the low

field Hall coefficient R :
o

(5.2) llnl6l-l°
,

-?Sall^)_
=

*o

B
PQ jlong B

P& P&

This quantity is also known under the name Hall mobility /;,,.

In intermediate field ranges it seems to change in an almost

linear way and this fact will allow us to extrapolate to zero

field. The data shows a departure from linearity at low fields;

this is partly a real effect (one expects the Hall mobility to

saturate eventually) and partly is caused by the loss of

precision at low fields. The high field value of pure indium is

not shown, but vie obtained values of 14.9-15.2.10 mJ/As.

This saturation value agrees well with other results (Hurd

(1972) p.312; the theoretical value for one electron is

11 ^
15.9 • 10 m-VAs) . One can also see that Kohler's rule is

not obeyed. This is to be expected if the relaxation times are

changing.

The zero-field extrapolated values of R are given in Fig.

5.4 in function of the RRR's. These values were obtained by

extrapolating the Hall angle to zero field
, disregarding the

small deviations from linearity at low fields. The two size-

effect points are from Cooper et al.(1965).
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4 2.5

If)

n

E -25 -

'o

o

Cd

-5.0 -

Figure 5.4: Extrapolated low field R's.

The points can be roughly separated in three groups: Ga, Cd
,

Tl, Size saturate at about -5.10"11, Pb at -2.5.10~11 and

-1 1 ?
Hg, Sn, Bi, cold-work stay at +1.10 mJ/As. In Fig. 5-5 we

show some selected data on the temperature dependence of the

Hall coefficient. For comparison the values of Al are also

shown, (from Shiozaki; Sato(1967))

The symbols appearing in Fig.5.4 and some of the symbols in

Fig.5.5 are defined in Fig.5.1.
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+2.5

T [°K]
1000

Figure 5.5: Temperature dependence of R .

(the numbers in this figure refer to the

kt% concentration of the impurity.)

5). Rigid band effects on the Hall effect,

At the values quoted, the concentration of the impurities is

always less than '\kt.%. One might ask oneself if these concen¬

trations are big enough to have a direct influence on the

electron concentration and thereby change the Hall coefficient,

In order to check this influence we have computed changes in

the [110] cross-section A of the third zone for additions of

1At.# impurities. This is shown in Table 5.1.
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-2 fe !

! Imp. A .10

cu

AA/A An/n AR !

o !

Î Pure 2.364

! Sn 2.515 .064 .002 .04 !

! Bi 2.632 .113 .004 .06 !

! Pb 2.524 .068 .002 .04 !

! Tl 2.345 -.008 -.000 -.00 !

! Hg 2.248 -.049 -.002 -.03 !

! Cd 2.198 -.070 -.002 -.04 !

Table 5.1: Rigid band changes in 1kt.% alloys.

The calculation of the FS cross-section A was done with a 4-OPW

program. The changes in cross-section were calculated in the

rigid band approximation, i.e. the number of electrons per atom

was changed by taking into account the valency of the impurity.

The changes in c/a ratio, due to the alloying, were also taken

into account. The results are given in Table 5.1. The fourth

column gives the change An/n = (An, -An )/n in carrier

concentration between the second zone hole surface and the

third zone electron surface. The last column shows the

corresponding change of the Hall coefficient in the free

electron approximation, R = An/(n .e) [m-VAs].
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We see that these rigid band changes are very small and even if

one assumes that this rough evaluation is wrong by a factor 10,

our observed R 's cannot be explained by the electron-hole

changes. (Even the systematics is wrong!). We are thus led to

conclude that anisotropic relaxation times must be responsible

for the changes in R on alloying.
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6). Discussion.

a). Resistivity

We will now discuss our results in the light of the results

obtained earlier in sect. IV. Eq.4.3 obtained there, was an

expression for the inverse relaxation time representing a

lifetime broadening. This means that all scattering events are

weighted equally and this expression is appropriate for

calculating Dingle temperatures (see sect.VI). In the context

of resistivity calculations one must start by solving the

Boltzmann equation. As shown in sect.IV, eq.4.6 will now take

the form: (see also Sorbello(1974)

1 v (k')T (k')

(5.3) = f [1 - ] ?vlc< dk'

T2(k) J vz(k) Tz(k)

In the limit of a spherical Fermi surface and isotropic

scattering this leads to (see e.g. Ziman(1964)) an expression

containing only the scattering potential and a term which takes

into account the loss of velocity in the direction of current

flow. By inserting eq. 3-31 in eq. 5.3 one obtains,

1

6ttZ

(5.4) - = — f !<k+q!V|k>!2 x3 dx

T E_ J

EF
0
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here x=q/2kp.and all quantities are in atomic units. One can

also express the resistivity directly with the aid of the

formula, /> =m /(ne t), and then the constant in eq. 5.4

will be: 6ni2 /Ep and the resistivity p will be expressed

in atomic units (as defined in sect. III.1).

This same expression for the resistivity can be written in

function of the phase shifts we calculated in sect.Ill and one

can show that the correct formula is:

1 = 4

Zkr

4 n , ,

(5.5) paU = — \ 1 sin2 (5.
,

- 8.)

1=1

In calculating the resistivities with these formulas and our

scattering potentials (or phase shifts) we first got values

which were sensibly lower than the experimental values of the

indium alloys. This can be understood by looking at the scatte¬

ring potentials (see Fig.3.3) and noting that they are usually

peaked near x=0. It is just this region which is ignored by the

•a

xJ term in eq.5-4. Because these formulas were derived for a

free electron surface, it is not astonishing that they do not

work in a metal like indium which has a rather strongly dis¬

torted Fermi surface.
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As we noted in sect.IV we should do the full calculation in the

framework of an OPW band structure. This is a rather costly and

complicated calculation and we have taken the approximate way

out. Because the trivalent metals have a Fermi surface con¬

sisting of several bands, the scattering angle necessary to

annihilate practically all the current contribution of a state

(fi^ is quite small (approximately 30 i.e. 1/3 of the angle

in the free electron case). This fact led us to separate the

Fermi surface in 3 bands each with a relaxation time given by

eq.4.3- Thus, we say that the intraband scattering events are

angle independent and that interband scattering is neglected.

In order to evaluate the resistivity we recast the eq.4.11

expression for the conductivity,

1

12;

(5.6) axx =
--^ | TV dS

FS

this expression is in atomic units and if one inserts compu¬

tational units under the integral and defines the relaxation

time t as (see eq. 4.3):

1

1 ^J?
(5.7) = > (21+1) F, (k) sin2 U, )

TQ(k) /-
°

1 = 0
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we get for our 3 band model,

24tt

(5.8) Pxx = --- 1/ [ t^S, + r2v2S2 + r3v3S3 ]

We use the values for v and S in the different bands as given

in the last paragraph in Table 4.2. If we insert these band

parameters in eq. 5.8 and use the t's obtained from eq. 5.7,

we obtain theoretical values for the resistivity of 1kt%

solutions of the different impurities under consideration. We

compare these theoretical values with our experimental results

in Table 5.2.

In the same framework, we have also calculated the resistivi¬

ties of our selection of impurities in aluminum. These results

are compared, in Table 5-3, to experimental data taken from

Blatt (1968). For a further discussion of the resistivities of

the samples used in our de Haas- van Alphen experiments, see

Wejgaard (1975).
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! Solute P

exp

fe

P
• calc

rab !

P
'

calc !

! Hg .17 .08 .25 !

! Cd
• 33 .08

• 35 !

! Tl .24 .04 .05 !

! Ga .20 .07 .13 !

i Pb .57 .16 .43 !

! Sn .50 .11 .53 !

! Bi 1.38 .49 1.59 !

Table 5.2: Resistivities for Indium alloys (fiU-cra/kt%) .

P is taken from Fig. 5.1 with

/3oqq= 9.01 (Ufl-cra

fe
P calc

is from e<3- 5.4 or 5.5.

p
~~-i„

is from the multi-band eq. 5.8.
r

calc
M

We see that the agreement is encouraging, in a simple model

like ours, for the charged impurities. The homovalent solutes

Tl and Ga do not give the correct values of p. There can be

different reasons for this; the scattering potential is mainly

given by the distortions of the lattice and, as we discussed in

paragraph 3«3.b, this is the most doubtful part of the calcu¬

lation. Another reason might be that these scatterers have a

strong s-like character and that the 3-band model breaks down.

We have tried to use the Ashcroft potential of paragraph 3.2.b

for these solutes, but the results were not sensibly different

and we shall not give these results here.
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! Solute P

exp

fe

P
calc

mb !

p !
calc !

i

! Cd .50 .07 .14 !

! Zn .22 .08 .27 !

! Mg .45 .15 .55 !

! Ga
• 30 .05 .05 !

! Ge .80 .24 .43 !

! Si .70 .22 .59 !

Table 5-3: Resistivities for aluminum alloys,

in units of /uQ-cm/kt%.

The experimental data is from Blatt(1968)

The same general remarks, as given for Indium, apply to the

results of the Aluminum impurities. Here, also, the worst

agreement is observed for the homovalent solutes.
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b). Low field Hall coefficient.

In sect.IV we obtained the expressions 4.11-13 for the con¬

ductivity tensor. For a typical transverse arrangement we can

take H along the z-axis and put E„ = 0, J,= J„= 0 and we
z y z

get in second order in H:

(5-9) a = a° + a2 H2,
a = <x1 H, a =0

xx xx xx
'

xy xy
' zz

In order to compare these quantities with experiment one has to

obtain the corresponding resistivity expressions by calculating

p
the expression p = [ J.E ] / [ J ] and we get,

(5.10) tan< e ) =
-ïï

=
Lui

,
R = _

°

11-
o 2 u2 o r o -i2

axx °
xx

+ a
xx

H [a xx]

for the Hall angle and coefficient respectivily. It should be

2
noted that the sign of a is implicitly negative due to

the twofold differentiation of a trigonometric function in

eq.4.13' Thus, one would expect the quantity tan(e)/H
,,

plotted in Fig.5-3, to vary as R (1+\a2vv|,H2+...) in

the limit of low fields. This seems not to be the case, unless

the quadratic behaviour is located at very low fields.

The expression tan(0) = w„.t for the free-electron Hall

angle, can be used along with eq.5.2 to give the relation

o>pj t = Rfe-Hred//^ ,
where R~ is the free electron

Hall constant and H
, our reduced field variable.

red
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Numerically, this gives in the case of indium, o> t =

2.10 .H ,. This means that in a reduced field H
,

=

red red

500 T we expect the transition from the low- to high-field

behaviour of the free electron parts of the metal in question.

This was the case for our high field values, where we observed

a complete saturation of R at H
,

= 1000 T.
o red

We see from our experimental curves in Fig.5.3, that if there

is a quadratic behaviour at all, it must be limited to field

values H < 5 T. This could be explained by assigning an

effective lowest cyclotron mass m* = .01 or (see sect.IV.2.a)

a curvature radius of the smallest part of the FS of p <

Pf. /100. Such a small curvature radius is hard to understand
rfe

in the light of the results obtained in Table 4.2. On the other

hand it must be remembered that the low field condition is

really given by co r << m*/m
,
which might explain the

discrepancy of a factor of 10.

For the following numerical discussion we limit ourselves to

our simple model of the Fermi surface. If we consider each band

to be of a cylindrical shape, it is easy to see that the cur¬

vature radiip drop out of eq.4.12 and the two first terms

reduce to a sin(^) ,
which has an average value of 1/2. For

our 3 bands we get the following simple expression,
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i = 3

(5.11) a1xy =

.-3-2 ^ <x.2> <Vpi2> ,. h.

i=1

If we now use eq.5.10 to express the Hall coefficient one gets

in computational units:

90 , T

(5.12) R0 = -.2
^ [ T.2 vpl2 fl hl ] / [A ( Tl vpi S,) I2

1 1

Here we have dropped the averages and the constant in front of

the sum is = 1.43.10~9 for In and = 0.92.10~9 for Al, when

R is expressed in [mJ/As].

We can now insert the FS model parameters obtained in Table

4.2. The relaxation times used are given by the dimensionless

formula 5.7 with the <F,> characteristic of each band taken

from Table 4.1. We give the results for Indium and Aluminum in

Table 5.4. The experimental values of the low field Hall coef¬

ficient are taken from Fig.5.4 at the RRR value of ~7-10"3

where the impurities dominate the phonon scattering. The few

experimental values for Aluminum were taken from Boening et

al.(1975), for comparison purposes.

At a first inspection of the data in Table 5.4, we see that the

order of magnitude of the predicted R is correct. We noticed

during the computation of these values that the results are

extremely sensitive to changes in the scattering potential.
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Ind:.um Alum:.num !
! Solute

i

Rcalc Rexp Rcalc exp |

! Li -2.3 !

Hg +3-1 +0.5 !

I Cd -1.1 -5.0 +0.9 !

! Zn -0.6 -2.5 -1 .2 !

! Mg -3.0 + 1.7 -0.5 !

! Tl +0.5 -5.0 !

! Ga -2.4 -5.0 +5.9 — !

! Pb -3.6 -2.5 — !

! Sn -0.7 +0.7 — !

! Ge +6.9 + 1.8 !

! Si +4.2 — !

1 Bi -1.7 +0.7 — !

Table 5.4: Comparison of calculated and experimental

values of R in Indium and Aluminum.

( in units of 10"11 m3/As)

Some values were calculated with the aid of the simple Ashcroft

potential (see sect.Ill) and, although the scattering poten¬

tials look quite similar, quite substantial changes in the Hall

coefficient resulted. We do not include these results here

because they would only confuse the issue and, surely, the Shaw

potentials are closer to the reality.
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On the average the R for In are more negative than those for
°

o

Al. This is just the opposite behaviour to the one one would

expect by looking only at the Fermi surfaces. Remember that the

third zone of In should contribute much less to the R than

the Al "monster". It seems that the influence of the strong

differences in s-p character, reflected in the values of F,
,

is responsible for this abnormal behaviour.

The calculated values for Tl and Bi in In, have the worst fit

to the experimental values. Tl in In was also the worst can¬

didate for the resistivity calculation and it seems plausible

to assume that some aspect of the potential calculation is in

error; most probably the distortion effect, because homovalent

impurities are prone to these kind of errors. Bi has a valency

difference of 2 with In and it's s-phase shift is already quite

large, which might partially invalidate the Born-approximation.

The agreement for the Al solutes is not too good, the calcu¬

lated values are too large in absolute value, whereas the trend

in polarity seems to be better. It is possible that due to the

limited solubility in Al the experimental values did not attain

their saturation level and that the phonon contribution to the

Hall coefficient is still predominant.
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c). Temperature dependence of the Hall coefficient.

The effect of temperature on the Hall effect in selected alloys

and pure indium and aluminum was shown in Fig.5.5 and we shall

now discuss these results here.

Let us first note that the Hall coefficient of In has a rather

strong variation between it's Debye temmperature 0~ of 100K

and the melting point of 157C, where it even makes an abrupt

jump to the value of three free electrons. It is very likely

that this change comes from the change in c/a ratio as shown in

Fig.2.4. We saw there that the c/a ratio stayed approximately

constant up to the temperature of 150K. At higher temperatures

this ratio diminishes quite rapidly toward the cubic ratio of

1. This temperature range coincides with the range where R

is dropping rapidly. If we assume that the final jump in R

corresponds to the change in c/a ratio from the extrapolated

value of 1.069 to 1, than, assuming the change in R is

-11
linear in c/a-1, we can assign a value of ~-.7.10 to the

high temperature R had there been no change in c/a ratio.

Then we can see that the temperature dependence of Al and In

are very similar, the only difference being a constant shift

-11 "3
toward the positive side of ~5•10 mJ/As for In.
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Now, in a more quantitative description of the influence of the

phonons on the value of R we must emphasize a very prac¬

tical property concerning the calculation of R As we saw in

2
eq.5.12 the expression giving R contains the factors t

both in the numerator and the denominator. This means that the

calculation is reduced to purely geometric problem weighted

with the relative influence of the relaxation time. This is

very important in discussing temperature effects, because, as

is well known, the assignement of absolute values to e.g.

resistivity calculations, is quite difficult.

The most difficult part in the discussion of the influence of

phonon scattering is the fact that, in contrast to impurity

scattering, the phonon carries a momentum q of it's own which

leads to so called "Umklapp" scattering. This Umklapp scat¬

tering only occurs if a reciprocal lattice vector g can be

found so that k.
., . , + q = g + k~.

„-, .
This condition is

initial
M °

final

always satisfied on those parts of the FS where a Brillouin

zone intersects it, but when these parts are reassembled in a

reduced zone scheme as shown for instance in Fig.4.1, it can be

seen that all these Umklapp processes are still intraband

effects in our definition of these bands and in the limit of

low temperatures.
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The limit of low temperatures is given by the fact that all

phonon q's should be smaller than q . as defined in Fig.4.1.

Assuming a Debye model we find that q_, = 1 c.u. and q . /° J
MD Mmin

q =0.05. This corresponds to a temperature of .05 fc>n = 5K

for both Al and In (compare Figs. 2.2 and 2.6). Thus, in our

liquid helium temperature range, it is a good approximation to

ignore Umklapp processes and treat the scattering as a normal

quasi-elastic event. In order to calculate the corresponding

phase shifts one still has to introduce the Bose statistics of

the phonon distribution. This leads to a replacement of the

usual matrix element <k+q'w!k> by an expression proportional

to,

q/c(T) T

(5.13) <k+q|w|k> ,
c(T) = q -

exp[ q/c(T) ] - 1
U

B^

here c(T) is a cutoff variable which has the value of 20 in our

low temperature range. We see that this effective matrix

element is very sharply peaked at q=0 and has a width of of

approximately .04 in q/(2k„). The formula 3.45, giving the
r

phase shifts, being in some sense a Fourier transform in sphe¬

rical coordinates, we find that the phase shifts resulting are

all equal up to at least 1=4.

In the opposite case of very high temperatures the Bose factor

in 5.13 is reduced to a constant and the scattering of the

phonons is the same as those produced by vacancies of the pure

metal. We assume that the neglect of Umklapp processes is not

too serious because all the normal process q vectors are

already interconnecting the totality of the FS.
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Invoking the argument given on the top of the preceding page we

use the uniform value of 1 for the phase shifts at low tem¬

peratures and the values given under Al in Table 3-3 for the

high temperatures. We can now calculate the R 's in Al and In

and compare them with experiment in Table 5.5.

Al

In

Low temp.

R
calc

-0.3

+2.2

exp

-1.5

+2.5

High temp,

R
calc

-2.3

+0.2

exp

-4.5

-0.7

Table 5.5: Temperature dependence of R in

Al and In. [10"11m3/As]

We see that the results are encouraging in the case of indium

and less so in the case of aluminum. The positive trend in the

calculated values of Al was already noticeable in the impurity

results. It may be that some aspect of the FS was neglected and

that the 3-band parameters are somewhat biased.

The results on the temperature dependence of the impure speci¬

mens are clearly a manifestation of the transition of an

impurity dominated regime to a phonon dominated one.
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The low concentration specimen with Cd has an KRR which is

already very close to the RRR of pure In and its temperature

dependence is very strong, whereas the specimen with Pb has an

RRR of .063 and phonons with a higher q vector are needed to

bring R back to the pure In case.

Up to here we have not yet discussed the results of cold work

and size effect. We left these aspects out on purpose because

they are difficult to handle in the framework of atomic

scattering potentials.

The cold work introduces additional grain boudaries in the

normally large grained samples. These grain boundaries are very

large objects compared to the electron wavelength, when we

assume that their principal scattering effect is due to their

associated strain field. This leads to the conclusion that they

should behave in a similar way as the low temperature long

wavelength phonons. The experimental result that the value of

R stays roughly constant when going from the pure to the

cold worked samples (see Fig.5.4), confirms this.

It is difficult to see how the size effect can be incorporated

in our model. Let us assume that the scattering is isotropic on

the sample boundary and that this leads to a predominant s-like

phase shift. Our previous results showed that the impurities

with large s-like phase shifts tended to have a negative R
.

Thus, isotropic surface scattering might explain the negative

sign of R for the size effect experiments.
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VI. SUMMARY,

we have shown in this work that the concept of anisotropic

relaxation times of the conduction electrons can be used to

explain experimental results on the resistivity and the Hall

effect in pure and alloyed specimens of indium and aluminum.

The introduction of small quantities of various impurities has

a profound influence on the low field Hall coefficient of both

In and Al. In the specific case of In, we showed that these

effects could not be explained by considering changes in the

Fermi surface brought about by the introduction or removal of

extra electrons.

The only way we can explain these results is in assuming that

these various impurities each have their own particular

scattering properties, leading to an anisotropy of the

relaxation time of the various electronic states on the Fermi

surface.

In the framework of pseudopotential and ÛPW band structure

calculations, we have extended the model potential formalism of

Shaw to the description of the proper potential of in impurity

in a foreign host crystal and given the parameters to be used

in calculating various impurity effects. Ey extracting the non

periodic part of these potentials we then specify a set of

characteristic phase shifts for both In and Al.
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These phase shifts were then used to define local relaxation

times with the help of the approximate methods developed by

Sorbello giving the averaged character of the wavefunctions

over specific parts of the Ferai surface.

The fact that we had to discuss effects depending on a magnetic

field demands a reconsideration of Sorbello's conduction

relaxation time. We have extended his treatment in zero field

to the case of the non-quantum field regime. Our result is an

exact expression of the conductivity tensor which will be of

use in forthcoming numerical calculations.

In this work we have expanded this tensor in powers of the

magnetic field and applied the resulting three first terras to a

3-band model representing the topologically different parts of

the Ferai surface. The theoretical results of this model,

applied to the resistivity and the low field Hall effect are

shown to be in reasonable agreement with data obtained from our

experiments and from other sources.

In the same framework we also give a simplified discussion of

the influence of temperature on the Hall coefficient and show

that, when Umklapp processes are ignored, a rather good

agreement between theory and experiment can be obtained.
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